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ABSTRACT
The present work is the result of years of practice and thinking about the art of
playing the piano.
During many years of struggle to learn advanced repertoire, one feeling
regarding the execution of the instrument started to be clear: the presence or absence of
pianistic control.
This control can be divided into three parts: the body (fingers, wrists, arms,
torso) performs the movements necessary to create sound of the piano. The brain
controls the body and sends a clear signal to the very tips of the fingers. This signal
transmits the intentions of the pianist through musical elements such as phrasings,
dynamics, rhythms, as well as all the movements necessary to achieve the musical result.
Finally, the third part of pianistic control - the heart or soul of the interpreter, the
comprehension of the message that the composer wants to communicate, the experience
and feelings in relation to the piece, are the ones that are ultimately transmitted by the
brain and executed by the body.
The present work aims to investigate and to explain specific pianistic techniques
and strategies that will assist in the development of physical and cognitive controls, as
well as to briefly reflect on the importance of the comprehension of the “meaning behind
the notes” for the pianist so that he or she can express these ideas and messages through
music.
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INTRODUCTION
The piano is an instrument with very special and unique characteristics. Its way
of producing the sound can seem like magic, since the pianist cannot see everything that
happens between the millisecond that the key is pressed and the sound is produced.
Playing the piano can be a rewarding experience, one that connects the
performer and the audience to the very fact of being alive, through the acts of listening
and feeling the music. However, during the years of learning the instrument, the pianist
soon realizes that producing a good tone is not so simple: it involves coordination
between hands, the necessity of producing a smooth melodic line or scale, and all the
challenges of trying to learn the masterpieces of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin,
Liszt or Rachmaninoff.
In this document, I hope to clarify some of the essential technical elements of
piano playing, as well as various approaches, methods and processes that can lead to
good physical and mental coordination, which are necessary to achieve pianistic
mastery. I will discuss the physical and cognitive aspects of piano technique, as well as
some analytical and interpretative approaches.
Developing an effective piano technique is fundamental to the expression of the
musical ideas, effects and aesthetics of the vast and rich pianistic repertoire. Throughout
the centuries, separation between technical exercises and the interpretation of the music
has become standard in piano pedagogy. Many technical compositions and exercises,
including works such as Carl Czerny’s piano studies and the famous method The
Virtuoso Pianist by Charles-Louis Hanon have contributed to the creation of this
1
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separation. It is a fact that some pieces of the pianistic repertoire are intended to develop
technical aspects such as finger dexterity, strength, and proficiency in the execution of
specific difficulties such as arpeggios or scales. However, this does not mean that
technique should be separated from musical content: in order to produce the desired
sound and express what the composer wrote and what the performer intends, technical
mastery is of great help. Deeply knowing piano technique can bring the expression and
unique “voice” of a pianist to a new level.
Technique is not music. However, it should be clarified that technique is much
more than just moving the fingers, or the physical part of piano playing: it includes the
overall coordination and relaxation of the body, and the brain’s capacity for
concentration and introspection—being able to connect with the music, with the implied
feelings and messages behind it, and with oneself.
There are many cognitive processes involved in piano playing. A deep
connection between the signal sent from the brain in the form of musical intentions and
the body’s capacity for a clear response is cognitive technique. An attentive and critical
self-hearing, and the capacity to move in response to the sound is of extreme importance,
as well as the capacity to create nuances using pedal effects and differences in
articulation. The consciousness of the different possible types of touch will be key in
this control of the articulation, in the quality of the tone, as well as in the ability to voice
certain notes of the texture in order to make the melody and harmony sound more
colorful.

2
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The ability to create and to listen to silences requires aesthetic sensibility and
concentration, as well as control over the instrument, and this ability is often a feature
of the experienced masters of the piano. It is important to understand that many features
of the inspired performer are much more than pure “technique.” These features are
dependent on the capacity of the performer to control the instrument at a high level, so
this expertise can be transferred to the sound. The musician needs to understand the
meaning, sentiment and aesthetic of a composition
Since the capacity to transmit the intentions from the brain to the tips of the
fingers is necessary, these intentions need to be clear in the brain in the first place, and
the body needs to be relaxed. It is important for the pianist to be able to “play the music
in the mind”, or “sing in the head,” and this process, called audiation, will slowly help
in the creation of a meaningful interpretation. The interpretation must be clear in the
brain, as well as the finest finger movements involved in the production of this
interpretation. The capacity of the brain for a high level of control of the movements
involved in piano playing could be called “brain technique”. “Since the nerves transmit
impulses from the motor cells of the brain to the muscles, and the muscles instantly obey
these orders, it is clear that the mechanism controlling complicated movements is
located in the central nervous system. The more one practices a complicated movement,
the more unconscious the activity of the central nervous system directing this movement
becomes.”1

1

George A. Kochevitsky, The Art of Piano Playing: A Scientific Approach (New York: Alfred Music Publishing,
1967).
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All these skills are part of a broad understanding of technique, since technique
is the “ability to control the piano,” to make the piano sound the way the performer
wants. That being said, technique can be a powerful tool for expression, an important
part of a unified body of musical skills, and closely connected to musicality. It will
provide tools for the musician in the indispensable task of developing an original way
of playing piano and a creative and personal interpretational style. According to the
great pianist Vladimir Horowitz, “To be able to produce many varieties of sound – now
that is what I call technique, and that is what I try to do. I don’t adhere to any methods
because I simply don’t believe in them. I think each pianist must ultimately carve his
own way, technically and stylistically.”2

2

Marienne Uszler, Stewart Gordon, and Elyse Mach, The Well-Tempered Keyboard Teacher (New York: Schirmer,
1991).

4
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CHAPTER I
PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF PIANO TECHNIQUE

Purpose of Technique

Technique is a very powerful tool to express the spirit, mood or intentions of a
composition. The mastery of the technical aspect of piano playing can be key in the tone
color quality and in the capacity of the pianist to express the most powerful emotions.
In the Schott/Universal edition of the Transcendental Etudes by F. Liszt, the
editor writes about N. Paganini: “The genre of the etude served as a preparation to
‘orchestral piano playing,’ as it were. Furthermore, the impression that Paganini’s violin
playing had on Liszt like on most of his contemporaries is present in the extreme
demands on playing technique made by the Grandes Etudes. Paganini had shown all of
them to what extent a musical instrument could be mastered in terms of technique, and
which musical range of expression was thus made possible.”3
By trying out new ways of interpreting a piece or experimenting with traditional
techniques such as arm-weight and relaxation, the pianist can develop a higher level of
body control and awareness. There is virtually an infinitude of details that can be
explored when interpreting a piece, and each performance is unique. It is fundamental
that the pianist put himself out of his comfort zone, by trying out new approaches and
experimenting.

3

Franz Liszt, Transcendental Etudes (Wien: Schott/Universal, 2009).
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When dealing with all the possible ways to create different dynamics of textural
layers, for example, the pianist can listen very attentively to the resulting sound, and
create a sound landscape, or soundscape. One can even imagine the experience and the
feeling of being in a different, beautiful place. An example of this type of sonority,
characterized by a generous use of the pedal, a mastery in the art of voicing the melody
on top of the texture, and an imaginative sound, can be found in the second movement
of S. Prokofiev’s Piano Concerto no. 1.

Example 1. S. Prokofiev Piano Concerto No. 1, op.10, mvmt. 2, mm. 21-27

6
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By experimenting with all the layers, the musician can slowly conquer the
freedom to express his musicality, a high level of control of the fingers, and the ability
to manipulate the tempos and musical dynamics, which will allow him or her to express
fantasy and beauty. The melody can be projected much louder than the rest of the
texture, the texture being very soft. Then this balance can be changed, by making the
texture a little bit louder and the melody softer, and so on.
The pedal is very important in this exploration, producing sometimes cleaner
sound, sometimes blurrier sound, until the pianist finds the right balance. The same
happens with the inner voices and bass lines: they need to be well voiced and projected,
and in balance with the whole texture in order to enrich the harmony. Finding this
balance is something that demands time, the right level of relaxation and technical
mastery, as well as fine and concentrated ears. Another example of a spot where the
pianist can evoke a musical landscape through absolute control of the texture can be
found in F. Liszt’s Après une Lecture du Dante – Fantasia Quasi Sonata:

7
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Example 2. F. Liszt Après une Lecture du Dante – Fantasia Quasi Sonata, mvmt. 3, mm. 157-162

This way of experimenting with new ways of playing the same pieces can be
understood as a type of “improvisation” that is very different from the improvisation
used in jazz, for example, because the musician is not creating new melodic lines on the
spot. The pianist is simply playing the same piece that many other pianists have played
in the past, but trying new ways of playing, different tempi, experimenting with the
differences in dynamics between the layers of the texture, and so on. “The good practicer
tastes the vitality of adventure and the dramatic rewards of risk-taking.”4
A good example of this type of “improvisation” can be found in the live
performance of Rachmaninoff’s Third Piano Concerto by the great pianist Martha
4

William Westney and Texas Tech University: Institute for Studies in Pragmaticism, The Perfect Wrong Note:
Learning to Trust Your Musical Self (Pompton Plains, NJ: Amadeus Press, 2003), 49.
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Argerich. Right after the introduction of the main melody by the soloist, the orchestra
introduces the same melody, this time with piano accompaniment. In the fast figurations
starting in measure 27, it is possible to hear how this great pianist brings life to the
interpretation by manipulating the dynamics, employing accents on some notes in order
to clarify the structure, and also exploring small rubatos and accelerandos to create a
unique way to perform this piece.

Example 3. S. Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto No. 3, op.30, mvmt. 1, mm. 27-35.

9
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Learning New Skills

The process of learning a new skill or technique is closely tied to the
philosophical idea of transformation. Since every living being is always changing, in a
continuous process of evolution, change is the rule in reality as we understand it. In the
book The Perfect Wrong Note, the author writes: “According to Buddhist teachings,
impermanence itself can be a source of joy. As author Steve Hagen explains it,
‘Everything we look at, including ourselves and every aspect of our lives, is nothing but
change. Vitality consists of this very birth and death. This impermanence, this constant
arising and fading away, are the very things that make our lives vibrant, wonderful, and
alive.’”5
When learning a new skill, the brain and the body need to create new
connections between the neurons so that the movements become automatic. Humans
have a fantastic brain that creates the reality we see:
Comprising one-10th of the brain’s cells, neurons look like bulbs with sprouting roots and a long
tail. The ‘roots’ are called dendrites and function as antennae that receive information from other
neurons, distant or nearby, or from the brain’s environment (Diamond & Hopson, 1998). The
‘tail’, called the axon, performs the task of carrying messages away from nerve cells to the
dendrites of other cells, which then transmit the information to their cell bodies. The process is
repeated when the receiving cell sends the signal through its axon to yet another cell, which, in
turn, receives the signal through its dendrites. During this process, axons and dendrites never
actually touch. The electrical impulse that flows from the axon travels over a small gap called a
synapse through chemicals, neurotransmitters, that are stored in sacs, called synaptic vesicles,
located at the end of each axon. Frequently used axons send information faster. These axons are
surrounded by myelin, a fatty sheath that forms around axons to speed up the electrical
transmission and reduce interference from other cell activity. These electrical impulses are
known to travel at speeds of up to 220 miles per hour (Greenfield, 1997). As we can see, the
axon sends information through both electrical and chemical signals. The brain’s chemicals,
neurotransmitters such as endorphins, dopamine, serotonin, serve to either excite of inhibit cell
activity.6
5

Quoted in Westney, 49.
Mariale M. Hardiman. “Connecting Brain Research with Effective Teaching: The Brain-Targeted Teaching
Model.” Scarecrow Press, 2003, 8.
6
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In psychology, concepts such as re-signifying facts and thoughts are ways to reprogram
the brain itself and create new paradigms and ways to understand the reality.
In order to keep motivated, the musician needs to have a strong desire to improve
and always believe that it is possible. Believing is probably one of the most difficult
tasks when learning an instrument. It is very important for the musician to believe in
himself, and for this the support of family and friends is crucial.
Many hours of dedication are necessary to build any type of skill. With the piano,
it is important that the pianist practices with concentration, and having everything in
piano playing under control. Practicing slow is crucial to develop a high level of
instrumental control. On the other hand, in order to acquire speed, it is also fundamental
to challenge oneself and, during practice sessions, try to play much faster than the tempo
marked in the score.
When trying to master a musical instrument, various types of knowledge can be
helpful. Knowing about yoga, sports, philosophy, and even observing life in general can
influence the way one plays piano. Music often evokes feelings or ideas that need to be
understood, felt or imagined by the performer, and the more experience in life one has,
the easier it will be to understand the meaning behind the notes.
Quality in practice time is probably the main key in the process of learning how
to play. According to Walter Gieseking:
The main factor in technique is the brain; the main condition for technique is concentration; and
the main subject of technique is evenness. Deep, strong concentration is meant here,
concentration excluding everything irrelevant. While practicing, a pianist should be completely
absorbed in his activity at the instrument. Often he has to watch several points at once; hand
position, form of movement, fingering, musical qualities of his execution and so on. How many

11
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points he can have under his control at the same time depends on the level of his development.
If in practicing he leaves one point unobserved, his whole practicing could be not only useless
but even detrimental. Wrong conditioned connections can easily be established in such a
7
procedure.

An overall awareness of the whole body is necessary to develop technical
coordination. Practicing sports can be helpful in the learning process. Many studies have
shown that the connections between the neurons become stronger when the individual
practices sports on a regular basis. “Exercise has been shown to enhance both
neurogenesis (the creation of new brain cells in regions of the brain associated with
higher-order thinking and recall) and experience-dependent synaptogenesis (the
formation of synaptic connections between neurons in response to learning and sensory
input from the environment). Specifically, physical activity appears to stimulate the
production of a protein called brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) which helps
neurons and synapses grow.”8
Practicing a physical activity improves the cardiovascular system, so the brain
receives more oxygen. “Angiogenesis (the creation and maintenance of healthy blood
vessels) is another mechanism by which exercise supports increased blood and oxygen
flow to enhance brain functioning. As Fotuhi explains: ‘A healthy vascular network
with dense branches of blood vessels means more nourishment for neurons, helping
them to stay vibrant and alive, and better retention of the brain’s highways, allowing
different parts of the brain to communicate more efficiently.’”9

7
8

Quoted in Kochevitsky, 50-51.

Marcus Conyers and Donna Wilson, "Smart Moves: Powering up the Brain with Physical Activity," The Phi Delta
Kappan 96, no. 8 (2015): 38-42.
9
Conyers and Wilson, 38-42.
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Fine Motor Control - Development of Specialized Movement Coordination

One of the most important skills in piano playing is the control of the subtle
nuances in sound. This can be achieved by developing a high level of control over the
fingers, hands, wrists and arms. According to H. Neuhaus:
To acquire a technique which enables you to perform all the existing piano literature, it is
essential to use all the anatomical possibilities with the hardly perceptible movement of the last
joint of a finger, the whole finger, the hand, the forearm, arm and shoulder and even the back, in
fact the whole of the upper part of the body, i.e. beginning with one point of support – the
fingertips on the keyboard, and ending with another point of support on the chair.10

The piano mechanism has evolved through the centuries to become very
sensitive and responsive to the slightest differences in intentions and types of touch. The
intentions of the pianist can be transmitted to the piano keyboard through differences in
speed, weight, and pressure of the attacks. Below is a picture of the modern mechanism
of a grand piano:

Example 4. Grand piano action

10

Genrikh Gustavovich Neĭgauz, and K. A. Leibovitch. The Art of Piano Playing. Second ed. Kahn & Averill,
1993, 83.
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Different than the mechanism of the grand piano, the mechanism of the upright
piano does not count on gravity to pull the hammer back to the original position. For
this purpose, the mechanism of the upright piano counts on the Bridle strap to help to
bring the hammer back to the resting position and be ready for the next attack. Below
is a picture of the mechanism of a modern upright piano:

Example 5. Upright piano action

This fine motor control can be achieved over time by increasing the level of
connection between the brain and the muscles. Slowly, this connection becomes finer,
and the hands respond more quickly and precisely to the brain signals. “It is impossible
to develop velocity otherwise than through exercise of the telegraphic apparatus from
brain to muscles. The process from within-outward cannot be replaced by anything.”11

11

Kochevitsky, 14.
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In this process of improving the quality of the signal sent from the brain, a lot of
repetition and concentrated practice is required. The pianist can even practice away from
the piano, by simply moving the fingers and observing them very carefully, trying to
control them very finely. Many years of dedication are necessary to improve control
over the fingers: slowly, through technical exercises such as scales and arpeggios,
Czerny and Hanon books, as well as pieces by Bach and Mozart, and complex repertoire
such as piano etudes by Chopin and Liszt, the pianist will slowly refine his ability and
develop a skill that will keep improving over years of practice.
Practicing scales or technical exercises with great focus, trying to play the notes
perfectly even, can develop the sense of control. The body is very wise, and sometimes
it can be helpful to focus on the goal, or the task that needs to be done, and on letting
the body do what is required. In the book The Inner game of Tennis the author explains
that when the student is learning some movement, “too much instruction is worse than
none.”12 The author explains that when an athlete is not overthinking, usually he “knows
where he wants the ball to go, but he doesn’t have to ‘try too hard’ to send it there. It
just seems to happen – and often with more accuracy than he could have hoped for. The
player seems to be immersed in a flow of action which requires his energy, yet results
in greater power and accuracy.”13

12
13

W. Timothy Gallwey. The Inner Game of Tennis (New York: Random House, 1974), 19.
Gallwey, 20.
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In the book Mastering the Chopin Etudes and Other Essays, by Abby Whiteside,
the author mentions her admiration for the overall body coordination that Olympic
athletes possess. She believes that:
Playing the piano is like skating or riding a bicycle. It is a physical process involving natural
ease, efficiency, and complete coordination. The player is told often enough that listening to
oneself is the important thing in practice and performance. But he should be told more often that
14
the physical action of the performer conditions his listening.

Relaxation is necessary in order to gain control. The whole body needs to be
relaxed at certain level to permit the intentions to be transformed into movements in a
direct way, without interruptions. The slightest unnecessary tension in the shoulders,
wrists, or hands will drastically decrease the capacity of the body to realize the
intentions sent by the brain. The pianist should be able to assess the level of relaxation
of the hands, arms and shoulders by observing and feeling his own body, and by
continuing to work on this relaxation level until it becomes natural.
Position of the fingers

The position of the fingers is of great importance and influences the level of
control that the pianist has over the piano. The fingers must be round, but the degree of
this roundness depends on each person’s hand and varies greatly. The most important
factor that must be understood here is that the position of the fingers may vary
depending on each passage or repertoire style. In pieces with large, multi-note chords,
for example, the fingers can have a broader position, in order to reach all the notes. A

14

Abby Whiteside, Joseph Prostakoff, and Sophia Rosoff, Abby Whiteside on Piano Playing: Indispensables of
Piano Playing & Mastering the Chopin Etudes and Other Essays (Pompton Plains, NJ: Amadeus Press, 1997).
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good example of a more opened position of the fingers can be found in the piano
technique of Vladimir Horowitz.
When there are passages that require very fine control of fast notes, such as in
many passages in pieces by W. A. Mozart, the fingers can help in the acquisition of a
clear articulation by assuming a very round position. Hence, position of the fingers
affects the distribution of the weight and creates clarity in articulation.

Building Finger Control

The feeling of lack of control can easily be identified when the pianist feels that
the piece is too hard, when the passages feel difficult to execute. When this happens,
the pianist can easily get tense. Tension will affect fine motor control and will make
playing even more difficult.
Fine motor control can be improved by practicing Hanon, for example. When
building fine motor skills, it is important to practice Hanon on a regular basis, or the
gains in control can easily be lost. It is very important to mention that this high level of
control can be recovered once the pianists already possesses it. Before possessing a very
good control any musician will probably need many and many years in order to build
these skills from scratch. Once learned, it is easier to recover.
The sensation of practicing Hanon for some days, and then suddenly feeling
completely different when playing, can be very rewarding and unique. Every new

17
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insight and each new attainment of technical and musical skill will result in a very new,
unpredictable experience that enhances the feeling of achievement for the work done.
Charles Louis Hanon’s The Virtuoso Pianist 15 is a fundamental book for the
development of the student because of the enhancement of coordination and
development of a high level of control of the fingers. The improvement in fine control
that practicing Hanon’s book can provide to the pianist will enable the achievement of
the next level in sound quality and interpretation. Pieces sound much better when the
notes are played evenly, without interruptions in the phrasing like undesirable breaks
and accents that could happen when the technical skill of the performer does not permit
complete control over each passage.
Scales are often practiced with regular accents every three or four notes. A very
different practice that can be done, and with great results, is playing scales without no
accents, letting the notes flow rapidly while listening carefully to make all the notes
sound equal, with no interruptions. This ability to play scales smoothly or to control
when to add accents every four notes will be key in interpreting Mozart’s Piano Sonata
in C major, for example, or Chopin’s Etude Op. 10 no. 4.
This control of the fingers also helps a lot when playing repertoire such as the
pieces by C. Debussy and M. Ravel, that require complex effects such as fast passages
that imitate movements of water, that are often represented by fast arpeggios in both
hands, held together by the pedal.

15

Charles Louis Hanon. The Virtuoso Pianist: Complete: In Sixty Exercises for the Piano for the Acquirement of
Agility, Independence, Strength, and Perfect Evenness in the Fingers, as Well as Suppleness of the Wrist.
Schirmer's Library of Musical Classics; Vol. 925. G. Schirmer, 1999.
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Octave Techniques

When practicing a lot of octaves, the pianist could feel some pain in the muscles
of the forearm. One way to avoid this is by using a different position of the fingers,
straighter and not as round, and to add small circular movements of elbow. The reason
for this is that by changing the position of the hand, it will be able to hold a greater
amount of power and support more weight, so that the octaves can be more solid and
played with more ease.
Using this broader position of the fingers technique and controlling very well
the alternation between the fourth and fifth fingers will greatly improve the playing of
octave passages. By having the fingers in this position—which looks close to
Horowitz’s hand position—the pianist can cover a larger range of distance with the
fingers. This allows for more flexibility and agility in the fingers, so that less is left for
the wrists and arms to do. It is important to have in mind that the fingers are active when
playing octaves, the execute part of the movement. This can be easily felt when playing
the chromatic scales in octaves. The fingers are faster than the arms and wrists, so their
wise usage makes fast octaves easier to be performed.
The wrists will help in this motion, moving downwards and up to the natural
position. This vertical movement as well as the lateral movement of the wrist (this
movement can easily be seen when moving the hand to say “good bye” to someone)
will help the hand and fingers to cover the distances of the octaves in the smoothest and
most efficient way possible.

19
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Through his piano Etudes Op. 10 no. 1 and Op. 25 no. 1, Frédéric Chopin teaches
pianists the importance of the flexibility of the wrists. In order to reach the broad
intervals, the wrist needs to move sideways, and up and down, so the combination of
those two types of movements result in a circular movement of the wrist. This flexibility
of the wrists is one of the greatest secrets in piano technique. Relaxation is extremely
important here, because this relaxation is what permits the signal from the brain to arrive
to the tip of the finger, without an interruption from a tense shoulder, arm or wrist.
Below is an example of the First Etude, Op. 10 no. 1.

Example 6. F. Chopin Piano Etude no.2, op.10, mm. 1-12
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In this etude, the wrist is the joint that permits the pianist to reach the very broad
intervals of the arpeggios. The same is true in the Etude Op. 25 no.1, in which both
hands will need this circular movement of the wrist in order to allow the pianist to reach
the distant notes, as well as to control the texture. In Etude Op. 25 no.1, the pianist
requires skillful control over his fingers and wrists to produce a very special sound, with
the melody in the top singing beautifully and many notes in the middle register
producing a very distinct type of texture:

Example 7. F. Chopin Piano Etude no.1, op.25, mm. 1-7
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A great way to develop the flexibility and precision of the wrists is in octave
exercises. When practicing octaves, one can isolate the wrists, trying to perform the
vertical movement without using the elbow. The wrists will need to do all the work, and
slowly this technique will feel easier for the pianist.
In Hanon’s The Virtuoso Pianist, he advises the pianist to practice scales in
octaves, as well as broken arpeggios, in order to develop accuracy. Playing regular
major and minor arpeggios in octaves can be very difficult, especially at first. The
pianist can again isolate the skill, practicing playing only with the thumb, later only with
the 5th finger, but especially with separate hands. The pianist can do this as a regular
part of his practice. Practicing octaves will become easier and will benefit the overall
sound. The reason for this is the gain in control of the wrists through isolation of the
vertical movement necessary to play repeated octaves.
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Example 8. C.-L. Hanon Preparatory Exercise for Scales in Octaves, mm. 1-11

Playing arpeggios in octaves feels very different than playing scales in octaves.
Even playing scales in octaves feels very different from key to key. Playing the
chromatic scale feels very different from playing the C major scale in octaves, for
example. By varying the type of movement in scales with black keys, other joints do
part of the work and the wrist gets to rest and “breathe,” gaining a new muscular
impulse.
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Example 9. C.-L. Hanon Scales in Octaves in the 24 Keys, mm. 1-7

One easy way to start is by just repeating the same octave, as in exercise 52 of
Hanon’s The Virtuoso Pianist (example 8), so that the pianist can focus more on the
body, differently than when practicing arpeggios in octaves, when the pianist need to
focus more on playing the correct notes.
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Example 10. C.-L. Hanon Broken Arpeggios in Octaves in the 24 Keys, mm. 1-9

The control acquired by this type of practice will give the pianist a very different
kind of feeling when going back to F. Chopin’s Etude Op. 10 no.1 for example, or even
when playing J. S. Bach or W. A. Mozart, because of the work that was done in the
motor coordination of the wrist.

Hand Relaxation

When relaxing the hand during a performance of Chopin’s Piano Etude Op. 10
no. 1, for example, the hand can look and feel very flexible, almost as if it is a “rubber
25
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hand.” Focus on positioning the hand quickly for the next arpeggio in order to develop
accuracy. The whole body can feel different when achieving a very high level of
relaxation of the hands, and almost like ninjas, samurais, or Tai Chi Chuan practitioners,
the pianist needs an extreme level of control over the whole body in order to control all
the aspects of the performance. Without this intense level of relaxation it is very difficult
to finish this etude without feeling tired.
The movements should be as efficient and direct as possible. “All the
unnecessary movements should be avoided. […] The work the pianist has to accomplish
is by no means easy; and, needless to say, it should not be rendered still more difficult
by unnecessary and superfluous movements!”16
More accuracy is achieved by having a clear image of the shape of the arpeggios
before playing with the hands. With these clear topographic shapes in mind, the hand
will more precisely assume the position of the chord shape.
Try to consciously relax the hand. Once the shoulders and overall body is
relaxed, the main tension problem could be in the “palm of the hand.” If this is
happening, the tension will be actually in the forearm, since it is the muscles and tendons
of the forearm that control the fingers. However, if one wants to relax the hand even
more, the attention can be placed on the palm itself, because it is common for the palm
to get tight in the performance of arpeggios.
Making a conscious effort to relax the hand and having the shapes clear in the
mind are good strategies to developing accuracy and the ability to play smoothly,

16

Karl Leimer and Walter Gieseking, The Shortest Way to Pianistic Perfection (Vienna: Schott, 1932), 58-59.
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relaxed, and to not get tense, so that one can finish this Chopin first etude fresh, able to
continue playing the next pieces.

Sound and Pressure on the Keys

By controlling the pressure of the fingers on the keys, as well as playing
sometimes very close to the keys or, in opposition, using free fall and landing from
above if necessary, the pianist can have a broad range of sounds and tone colors. One
technique involves pressing the keys from very close and playing very deep in the
keyboard, so the pianist can get a very penetrating sound. This technique could be called
“high pressure touch.” By controlling the fingers very finely, scales and arpeggios can
have a fluid and homogeneous sound, a perfect and beautiful legato:
At first the tone should be produced by soft pressure, the first condition being that the fingers
not leave the key at all – that is, pressure playing is employed. […] By its means we can play a
beautiful legato, or legatissimo, which does not sound hard and pounded, and we are enabled to
produce a “singing” tone. For this style the natural position of the fingers, already described, is
of the greatest consequence, because it permits the ample use of the sense of feeling in the finger
17
tips, which lost if the fingers are too strongly curved inward.

Regarding the “playing from above” technique, the main concern will be with
the speed and weight with which the arm falls.
Regarding the pressure control, it is important to have knowledge of weight
technique and coordination of the shoulders and fingers. The legato will be achieved by
a very the equality of the fingers, transmitting the weight from one finger to another.
This pressure will feel natural once the pianist learns to relax the shoulders and let go
17

Leimer and Gieseking, 22.
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the weight of the arm on the fingers and the keyboard. According to Neuhaus, “Many
inexperienced players suffer from an inherent timidity, a sort of “pianophobia” which
manifests itself thus: they frequently play went notes, make unnecessary movements,
are often stiff, do not know how to use the natural weight of the hand and arm (they
hold their arm “suspended” in mid-air), in short, they show all the signs of insecurity
with its unpleasant consequences.18
The distance from the keys, pressure on the keyboard, and deepness of the touch
will enrich the palette of colors and the quality of the tone. Attentive ears can control
the result and make adjustments in real time.

Gravity and Weight

When the pianist knows how to use the weight of the arm to play the piano,
gravity will work in his favor, since now it can be used to produce the sound with ease.
The first task is to play the notes down deep in the keyboard, playing to the bottom of
the keys. “The hand, which at the same time must be kept under muscular control, is
now allowed to drop on the keys, which should be pressed down until ‘we feel ground’,
as Rubinstein is supposed to have said. The arm must, as it were, rest on the keys.”19
When the pianist doesn’t have consciousness about the weight technique, he is playing

18

Genrikh Gustavovich Neĭgauz, and K. A. Leibovitch. The Art of Piano Playing. Second ed. Kahn & Averill,
1993, 88.
19
Leimer and Gieseking, 19.
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against gravity by keeping the arms suspended in the air and using the muscles to
produce the sound, so he or she will quickly get tired.
While the weight of the arm remains constant, its application varies, depending
on what is required in the score. The brain will measure and learn how to deal with this
weight. The wrist will work as a suspension mechanism, just like the suspension system
in a car. This mechanism will smooth out the attack, so that it is not harsh. The wrist
and also the fingers will work together to control the speed with which the keys are
pressed.
Once the pianist uses gravity and plays down, Isaac Newton’s third law of
motion, the law of action and reaction, can be felt. The pianist pushes the keys down,
and as a reaction the piano pushes the pianist’s hands up, so the pianist starts to feel that
the arms jump more and higher than before. This allows for natural breaths between the
phrases, helped by the arm moving upwards and not allowing the pianist to play the
phrases faster than the ability of the body to produce them. It is very important not to
play faster than the ears are able to hear.
Once the hands start to jump more, another famous concept in piano technique
gains importance: this is the free fall. Once the hands are in the air, this position allows
the pianist to use this distance, this fall, to produce the next tones. This distance which
he uses to attack the keys is another tool that aids the pianist to keep playing. Regarding
the free fall, again the wrists and fingers work as the suspension system that prevents
finger attacks from sounding harsh and overly percussive.
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All these movements feel very natural because it is natural for the body to place
the arms over the legs when sitting, for example, and to use gravity in favor of
movements. The fingers distribute the weight from one another, just like the legs
distribute the weight of the whole body from one leg to the other when walking. When
playing scales, the fingers will use this weight and distribute it from one finger to the
other, which creates a full, rich sound.
It is also important to lift the arm constantly, so that the pianist does not feel like
he is carrying a “dead weight,” but instead uses this weight actively, controlling it with
shoulders, torso, wrists and fingers.
The performer can use the shoulders to lift the arm, in order to control the
amount of weight that is placed on the keyboard. “The shoulder has about eight muscles
that attach to the scapula, humerus, and clavicle. These muscles form the outer shape of
the shoulder and underarm. The muscles in the shoulder aid in a wide range of
movement and help protect and maintain the main shoulder joint, known as the
glenohumeral joint.” 20 The pianist can also give an impulse with the wrist, pushing the
keys down quickly, which will produce a reaction of the arm jumping up. Since it
sometimes becomes necessary to lift the arm, especially when there are passages that
require a very light tone, the performer can experiment applying the arm weight in a
cyclical, constant and rhythmical way, according to the phrases of the piece. For
example, when the phrase increases in rhythmic or harmonic tension, the performer can

20

“Muscles,” Healthline, last modified January 24, 2018, https://www.healthline.com/human-body-maps/shouldermuscles#1
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apply more arm weight, then lift the arm in accordance with the resolution of the
sentence. If the performer lifts the arm lightly and rhythmically, following to the tempo
of the piece or the groupings of notes, this motion will help in the creation of a balanced
and tempo, smooth and clear phrasing, and also in a relaxed and comfortable piano
technique, because the weighted impulses will be cyclical, following the musical
content. More about this technique will be discussed in chapter Finger Technique in
Conjunction with Arm Technique, in Equilibrium with the Whole Body. Memorization
of the feeling of arm-weight natural application, comfort, and high level of finger
control.
The memorization of the sensation of the weight on the keyboard is required in
order to fully comprehend and efficiently apply this technique. For someone not used to
this technique, its right application can produce a Eureka or “Ah-ha” moment, which is
a breakthrough or insight. In the book The Perfect Wrong Note: Learning to Trust Your
Musical Self, pianist William Westney writes:
Koestler cites the famous ancient example of Archimedes, puzzling over how to calculate the
volume of an irregular solid, this case an ornate golden crown. This seemed impossible, beyond
conventional mathematics. But one day, as Archimedes was easing his body into the bathwater,
he noticed how the water rose an exact amount. This led to the then-startling notion of equal
displacement of volume, by which solids of any shape could be measured precisely for volume,
using the simplest of means. I mention Archimedes but only as a good example of freeassociating thought, but also because his insight came at a moment of physical participation,
using the whole body. This is exactly how musical understating works in young children too –
21
through whole-body involvement.

Resting the arm on the keyboard, as well as most breakthroughs, produces a
sensation of having done something that “feels right.” In order to feel it, the awareness

21

Westney, 24.
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of the shoulders is key: it is virtually impossible to achieve control of the arm weight if
one is tensely holding it from the shoulders and torso. When sitting, it is natural for the
body to place the weight of the arm over the legs, over the table or over the piano
keyboard.
With the use of this technique the pianist will have a tremendous power that
comes easily, just by applying the physics of the Newton’s law of universal gravitation.
The pianist may discover a “power that he didn’t know he had, and an ease that he didn’t
believe was possible.”
A wonderful feature of this technique is the rich, full sound it produces. Holding
the weight of the arm produces a thinner, softer sound. Timbre of the piano is completely
transformed by the application of the arm weight technique.
The overall sensation of using the weight of the arm is very different than when
playing with no weight; there is more comfort and ease, and a relief is felt in the
shoulders and upper back. A passage of the repertoire that is immensely improved by
using this technique, in terms of the sound quality, phrasing and naturalness of the tempo
and rubatos, as well as an upgrade in the physical sensation, is the second theme of the
first movement of S. Rachmaninoff’s Piano Concerto no. 3, op.30:
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Example 11. S. Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto No 3, op.30, mvmt.1, mm. 280-285

This passage is lyrical in contrast to the first theme, which is march-like and
nostalgic. Here, the melody needs to be project with the help or the weight of the arm,
even though it is marked with piano dynamic. This projection of the melody needs to
be supported by an overall textural balance between the continuous middle voice
arpeggios and the descending bass line. This overall balance is also improved by a
steady beat and smooth flow that can be produced with more ease when applying the
right technique, supported by a good posture, since it makes the pianist feel better, with
more control and comfort when playing the piano.
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Finger Technique in Conjunction with Arm Technique, in Equilibrium with the Whole
Body

After practical research, lessons with great professors and a quest for the
function of each of the joints such as wrists, fingers, elbows and shoulders, I now
associate control of the fingers with much more advanced physical and mental
techniques.
A wonderful technique that is already standard in piano playing is what could
be called “circular technique,” which is the ability to control the arm, forearm and
shoulder in order to balance the weight from one side to the other, in a circular motion.
When one learns to use the forearm, shoulder and the circular weight technique,
one has the most effective tool for finger technique, in order to aid the fingers to respond
with surgical precision. All joints need to work together.
One can forget about finger technique for a little while, and rely strongly on the
weight of the arm. One needs to trust that it will work, because if the pianist doesn’t
trust in this technique, he or she will never relax the shoulders and arms enough so that
this technique can be effective. It is important to pay attention to this sensation and to
keep trying to control this weight, to the point when it starts to feel like the arm is
“light,”. Again, this will happen only when the weight is truly placed on the fingers, and
after the forearm become strong enough to hold the weight easily. In the book The
Shortest Way to Pianistic Perfection, the author explains that “The first thing the pupil
must learn is to relax the arm muscles, as is the case when we walk. To attain this I lift
the pupil’s arm, which should be stretched out at the height of the shoulder but must
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remain absolutely inert. I then draw away my hand, and the arm must drop down as if
dead. In this manner, a feeling for relaxing the muscles can be obtained.”22
Later, one can come back to paying attention to the finger technique again, when
playing pieces that do not require so much focus on circular motion to accomplish the
rhythmic and melodic figurations. The control of the arm and shoulders will help the
finger control, and the resulting sensation is a greatly improved, creating wonderful ease
of playing the piano.
However, this still does not include the importance of the ears and mind. The
mind will be the engine which phrases, and the body will move according to this
command. The interpretation will be the result of the aesthetics that the pianist wants to
convey and of the assessment of the last sounds played. The ears are like an orchestra
conductor, providing constant feedback to the mind. “To listen unceasingly to tones as
they are played, and to control their accurate execution, is the road that must lead quickly
to a polished technique. The fingers are the servitors of the brain, they perform the action
the brain commands. If, therefore, by means of a well-trained ear, it is clear to the brain
how to execute correctly, the fingers will do their work correctly.23
Once the pianist starts to have a feeling of playing using the weight of the arm,
the idea of the speed of the attack starts to make sense and gains great importance. Since
the weight can substitute for the use of muscular strength on the attacks, the arm can be
more relaxed, and gravity starts to play an important role in the production of the sound.

22
23

Leimer and Gieseking, 13.
Leimer and Gieseking, 20.
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Since gravity and weight are being used through the natural fall of the arm in
order to produce the sound, the next step is to control the speed with which these forces
will be applied to the piano. When playing the second movement of Mozart’s Piano
Sonata in C major #16, K.545, for example, one can be very aware of the speed with
which the key is pressed. By applying a slow speed to the attack, the pianist can use the
whole weight of the arm. According to Leimer and Gieseking, “The above described
touch of the ‘free fall’ (as taught by Deppe) is of the utmost importance and is used to
render

the

strongest

fortissimo

or

the

softest

pianissimo”

Example 12. W. A. Mozart Piano Sonata no.16, K.545, mvmt.2, mm. 1-10.
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In the beginning of the second movement of Mozart’s Piano Sonata no. 16,
K.545, one can work extensively on the quality of the sound and on the projection of
the melody, as well as on creating a beautiful balance between the melody and the
alberti bass of the left hand.

Practice Strategies

There are many ways of practicing the piano, and it is very important for the
student to know how to practice.
Practicing with separate hands is a standard approach in the study of the piano.
The practice of piano with just the right or the left hand allows the performer to master
the musical and technical details of a piece at a level that would be very difficult to
master by practicing always with both hands. In fact, in the book The Shortest way to
Pianistic Perfection, the authors discuss about practice strategies: “It is needless to say
that the pupil should be conscious of the fact that illimitable possibilities exist for
improvement; and that every time he sits down at the piano to practice he should
endeavor to make more perfect the piece he is studying.25 Leimer and Gieseking believe
that scales should never be practiced with both hands, always with separate hands.
For example, there are many ways to practice Chopin’s Etude Op. 10 no. 4.
There is one way which can be described as “teaching the brain to do the exact
movements,” in which one can easily find that one did not “really” know the piece

25

Leimer and Gieseking, 31.
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before practicing this way. It consists of playing a very short passage and mastering it
at the highest level possible. One can choose perhaps four or five bars and repeat them
with separate hands, thinking musically but playing much slower and louder than
necessary, in order to really learn or “teach the hands and fingers” to play this specific
spot. One good example is bars 27 and 28 of this etude:

Example 13. F. Chopin Piano Etude no.4, op.10, mm. 25-30.

One can play just the right hand with the top melody only. Play many times until
the fingers have a very strong sense of the position of the notes; regardless of the
combination of black and white notes, the fingers should always feel the same security
and easiness. One can experiment with different tempi, from the very slow to the very
fast, and can try playing very loudly in order to strengthen the fingers and to be able to
play under any amount of pressure from the weight of the arms.
In order to acquire great dexterity in piano playing, it is important to perform
many times. Practice methods such as playing slowly, with separate hands, and focusing
on small spots every time, are standard techniques and are well known by the majority
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of teachers and students. However, the practice of actually performing many times, that
one begins to gain the physical freedom necessary for the flexibility aliveness of
interpretation is not commonly applied as a practice method.
The reason that this method is not commonly used is because it can be easily
perceived as inefficient to play one piece over and over. However, for this approach to
have an effect, it is fundamental to have in mind that the goal here is to develop an
overall skill of performing, with more spontaneity, enjoying more and feeling more
freedom and mastery. It is effective to choose small spots and perfect them, but it is also
important to play longer sections and play these many times. The reason to play with a
“performance-like” approach is not in hope that the small mistakes or small hard spots
will be fixed by magic. The intention is to acquire such a high level of proficiency in
the playing, performing, and interpreting the pieces that one will reach extreme levels
of drama and expression through executing the pieces. Together with this intense
interpretation will come, in order to hold the expression and dramatic rhetoric or
discourse, an equally strong and intense technical competence.
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CHAPTER II
COGNITIVE ASPECTS OF PIANO TECHNIQUE

“Brain technique”- Cognitive Development

Piano technique is highly dependent on the continuous process of improvement
of all the movements involved in piano playing. These movements, when the pianist
learns a new piece, gradually become automatic. However, the key to achieving a great
level of control over all these movements is not only in making them automatic, but in
continuously improving the quality of this automaticity.
The pianist can gradually incorporate more and more information, precision, and
quality into these automatic movements, in an ever-growing process of perfecting a
musical piece or passage. This process leads to a mastery of technique, transforming a
piece that was difficult before, into an easy, well-controlled and expressive work.
When all of the technical elements start to feel fluid, the pianist can bring the
expressiveness of the interpretation to a whole new level. When the automation system
of the brain is activated, the one that turns complex and composite body motions into
automatic and harmonious movements, the pianist can express music freely. It becomes
possible to obey the ears, bringing the fingers and arms into coordination with the
pianist’s hearing and feelings. Now the pianist can let go of the physical aspects of the
technique, and focus on phrasing and shaping the music according to the interpretation
within the mind, transcribing the intentions in a precise way onto the keyboard, and at
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the same time interacting with the instrument and the acoustics. These intentions come
from inside the brain, closely tied to the musician’s experience, “soul,” and taste. The
signal travels from the brain to the very tip of the fingers and, if the movements are
properly automated, if the body is relaxed enough with a proper posture, the execution
will occur exactly the way the performer intended. “Relaxation is of the very greatest
importance. Only by means of the relaxed arm can impulses proceeding from the brain
be transformed, without restraint, into finger movements.26 The result is a very pleasant
and meaningful sound, a sound that is produced from the very deep feelings and
intention of the performer, taking into consideration the style and composer’s
indications, with a healthy interaction with the instrument, and responding and reacting
to the ears. The body executes the automated movements with ease, obeying all the
instructions from the performer’s brain.
According to the great pianist Arthur Rubinstein, “You cannot play the piano
well unless you are singing within you.”27 This is a very challenging task that takes time
and work to develop. The quest for evolution and transformation is again necessary.
Becoming a good musician, with the capacity to listen carefully and sing within the
mind, is a wonderful skill that requires brain development and expertise. Experience is
key here, since one cannot develop good taste and the capacity to listen and sing within
without experiencing music.
The pianist is a singer with the piano in his hands, and with this in mind it is

26
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Leimer and Gieseking, 20.

James Bryan Smith. Rich Mullins, A Devotional Biography, An Arrow Pointing to Heaven. (Nashville: B & H
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important to explore tone color and the legato touch. According to the great pianist
Rosalyn Turek, “Each finger must be capable of every type of touch while every other
finger is doing another type of tone simultaneously. […] Even within short phrases they
must relate contrapuntally and harmonically so that, although each phrase, long or short,
is an entity in itself, the differences in touch create a complete unified structure.”28
Through attentive listening and a great mastery of physical technique the pianist
can control the tone color of the instrument, bringing out the melody clearly over the
accompaniment, and producing a rich and beautiful sound.

Concentration

Developing a great capacity of concentration and introspection is fundamental
to piano playing, since the pianist needs to be able to listen very carefully to each detail
of the music. In the book The Shortest Way to Pianistic Perfection, the great pianist
Walter Gieseking explains that in Karl Leimer’s teaching method he teaches his pupils
how to listen very carefully while playing. “Karl Leimer educates the pupil at first to
self-control; he shows the pupil how to hear himself. This critical self-hearing is, in my
opinion, by far the most important factor in all of music study! […] Only trained ears
are capable of noticing the fine inexactitudes and unevennesses, the eliminating of
which is necessary to a perfect technique.”29
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Liszt agrees with this point of view, that the ability to listen very carefully and
to make the body react according to this continuous process of self-hearing is one of the
most important skills in piano performance. In a certain way, the pianist is not just the
performer but, along with the public, also becomes part of the audience, since everyone
is being affected by the world of sounds produced by the piano. “Analyzing technique,
Liszt reduced all difficulties in piano music to a certain number of basic formulas. […]
He thought that the first task of a musician was to learn to listen; that only the pianist
who is able to bring his body and fingers in accord with his ears and soul could be
regarded as the master of a real technique.”30
Learning to listen carefully, critical self-hearing, is not an easy task. It is
necessary to have a lot of experience in order to fully develop this skill. A great capacity
for concentration and introspection is necessary. According to Walter Gieseking, “Deep,
strong concentration is meant here […] Often he has to watch several points at once:
hand position, form of movement, fingering, musical qualities of his execution and so
on. How many points he can have under control at the same time depends on the level
of his development.”31
The process of acquiring the ability to listen to oneself can be slow, and probably
accompanies the development of the maturity of the student, his technical ability and
relaxation, as well as his aesthetic and stylistic comprehension.

30
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It is common that the student does not pay enough attention to the resulting
sound because he or she is too focused on playing the notes and trying to overcome the
technical difficulties, and then his attention is much more on the movements and the
keyboard itself, rather than on the sound. This is why it is important to master the
technical difficulties of each piece and make the physical movements automatic. Only
when the physical technical challenges are fully solved, to the point at which the focus
is no longer on the hands but the sound, can the pianist submit the fingers and arms to
the ears. Now, the ears are the boss and they are the ones which tell the body how to
move, in order to create a perfect balance of the phrasings, tempos, ritardandos and
different dynamic layers, as well as the pedal.
Experienced performers have the ability to listen carefully to the acoustics of the
hall in order to adapt their sound and articulation to the environment reverberation.
The musician can practice this listening skill by consciously making an effort to
pay a lot of attention to the sound. In the beginning it may be hard, because less attention
will be on the keyboard itself, but over time this becomes natural.
The musician can create many means of developing the ears. Listening to music,
for example, is a good way to improve the attention and comprehension of music.
Solfeggio is fundamental in the development of the inner ear and relative or perfect
pitch and is one of the best tools for musicians to develop listening skills.
Playing chamber music is also a fundamental skill of the musician, since melodic
and dynamic information communicated by other musicians determines the way the
instrumentalist will execute his part of the piece.
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Alternative ways to pay more attention to the pitch and sound can include
learning how to tune the piano. Playing with the piano opened, for both upright or grand
pianos, will also draw the attention to the mechanics, the strings, and the sound, taking
the focus away from the keyboard. In order to really experience the vibration of the
sound, without thinking so much about keeping a steady beat, the pianist can play very
freely, very slowly, in an almost ethereal or magical way, in order to really focus on the
beauty of the sound, on the smooth attack of the hammers, on the continuation and decay
of the sound, and ultimately on the silence that is between the notes. This mysterious
silence can be heard when the textures change, with a clean pedal for example and clear
texture. It is also very important to learn to play with closed eyes or in a dark room to
improve the art of concentration and introspection.
Mental practice

If the student wants to check if he or she knows a piece well, it is possible to
imagine the keyboard, to move the fingers and to reproduce all the sounds in the head.
He or she can see in the imagination all the notes, even of pieces that have thick textures
and fast notes in both hands. This is a great tool for memorization and for learning pieces
without the piano. There is a legend about the great pianist Walter Gieseking, when he
went to Brazil and learned a Brazilian piece without the piano in a matter of hours and
performed it in public without even having tried the piece on the piano before. In fact,
in the book The Shortest Way to Pianistic Perfection, the authors champion this type of
mental practice. “By this method of visualization, this careful thinking through of the
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piece of music in question, the pupil will be capable of writing down the whole exercise
from memory. After intense concentration, most of my pupils have to their great
astonishment, able in a few minutes of time to play the entire exercise from memory.
Visualized reading at the same time affords the pupil the best insight into the form of
the composition under study.”32
However, not only technical practice and memorization can be done in the mind.
A great way to perfect the interpretation of a piece is to work its concept and discourse
in the mind. The pianist can hear the piece in the mind and use the body to reinforce the
gestures and rhetoric of it. This is a great tool that helps in the creation of an original
interpretation, in the comprehension of the character and form of the phrases, and in the
resulting performance. The pieces can often be better understood without the piano,
because imagining the piece allows the musician to just hear the shapes and phrases
without worrying about their execution. Mental practice can be a powerful tool for
building the interpretation of the piece. One can imagine the music, play the piece in the
mind, and by this process understand how to express the melodies, phrases, harmonies,
rhythms and dynamics of a piece of music.
It is important to understand the melodic shapes, the tensions and cadential
points of the musical discourse, and the formal and harmonic structures of the piece.
According to Leimer and Gieseking, “The pupil with theoretical knowledge of music

32
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will soon discover that this, at first somewhat mechanical, process will quickly enable
him to grasp the import of a composition.”33

CHAPTER III
INTERPRETATION AND MUSICIANSHIP

Philosophical Thoughts about Playing in Public

One of the fundamental skills required for the pianist is the ability to perform
proficiently in public.
One good way to view public performance is to think that one should play better
when playing in front of other people. This can be understood as an almost sacred,
meaningful task for the musician.
Sharing the music is what brings together all the factors of music playing. Music
has the power to connect people, to create an aesthetic experience and to soften and
relieve our soul, to heal and to bring us happiness.

The Joy of Playing

It is very important to “enjoy the moment” while playing, feeling happiness and
joy in playing the piano and making music. Playing music can be a lot of fun.
33
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Sometimes, even experiencing a small amount of pressure to play well, to
impress, or to express something previously planned, could interfere in this natural
propensity to just enjoy the moment. It is important to have this mindset when practicing
and when performing.
When playing with a lot of joy, the audience will likely be affected by this mood
or vibe and will very likely appreciate the performance, feeling good while listening to
music. This sincerity can be transmitted to the public, as Arthur Rubinstein said in an
interview, in which he explained that the pianist acts as an antenna, transmitting the
music and keeping the attention of the spectators.
This sound experience must also embrace the pianist, so the performer himself
will respond to the sound. Ultimately, the piano is the one producing the sound, and the
pianist must also react to this sound, creating an interpretation that is alive, because it is
shaped on the spot, from one note to another, from one phrase to another, in a wellconstructed narrative. This way, the pianist himself or herself is part of the audience,
another spectator of the music. Hopefully the pianist will rely heavily on his or her ears
and respond to the sound consistently. “A sign of a great performance is when the
audience begins to wonder whether it is the artist performing the piece or the piece
performing the artist. Has the artist “mastered” the piece, or does it seems more like the
artist is no longer a separate being, but is merging somehow with the music?34”

34
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Breakthroughs

In order to grow to the next level, the musician needs to find his own way to
break through the musical and technical difficulties. Whenever a breakthrough or
insight happens, the musician instantaneously reaches another level of mastery. The
learning process is dependent on these types of insights, and they can surprisingly
happen frequently, hopefully in every practice session.
One way to have breakthroughs is to be very determined and motivated to keep
practicing until the problem is fixed. This approach needs to be taken cautiously, in
order to avoid injuries. The reason for this persistence is that the pianist is often very
close to fixing the problem. Sometimes the solution lies in simply trying out the passage
in a different way, until the light of the insight is felt, and the musician feels the
difference, either in the sound of the phrasing or in how the body feels when playing.
“Breakthroughs, after all, are the highest objective of practicing. The enduring belief
that a breakthrough can happen keeps us going day after day, and the satisfaction of a
breakthrough is great indeed.”35
On the other hand, the pianist can simply wait some days or weeks to approach
the composition again, so that it will sound and feel fresh again.
The process of discovering solutions for the problems encountered in the
practice room is fundamental to the development of artistry and musicianship. This is a
creative process, and there are many possible approaches to practicing and building an

35
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interpretation. Every artist will need to find deeply in his soul and personality how to be
motivated and how to be intelligent and creative in this search.
Hermeto Pascoal, a multidisciplinary Brazilian musician, aptly says on the last
track of his CD Festa dos Deuses, “Whoever engages in this search will find it, and
when one finds, he finds himself.” The pianist is not looking only for the best way to
interpret a certain piece within the composer’s style and the common practice of the
period, the pianist is searching for himself, for his own perception and feeling of how
that piece should sound. Whenever this search reaches a breakthrough, whenever the
musician makes a discovery, he is finding himself and at the same time is transforming
himself into another person. Slowly, the performer will mature into having his own style
of playing, which will be original and very personal. According to Dr. William Westney
in his book The Perfect Wrong Note, “When I say ‘breakthrough,’ I actually mean
transformation – becoming a different person, in a sense; redefining oneself as capable
of doing something (or understanding something) which one wasn’t able to before, or
finding new ease with an action that used to be a struggle.”36

Musical Inflection

One of the main goals of performance is to feel and to communicate the gesture
of the piece. The meaning of a composition is communicated by its musical rhetoric -

36
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melodic inflection, accumulation and resolution of harmonic tension, as well as
rhythmic variation.
Etude Op. 10 no. 5 by F. Chopin is a very good example of the grouping of notes
according to their “obvious” shapes; information that can be understood by simply
observing how the melodic pattern looks on the page (how the composer grouped the
notes in the construction of the melody).

Example 14. F. Chopin Etude no.5, op.10, mm. 1-7

The comprehension of these melodic shapes is fundamental to memorization,
phrasing, and clarity in conveying the rhetoric of the piece. “The apprehension of a
series of physically discrete stimuli as constituting a pattern or shape results from the
ability of the human mind to relate the constituent parts of the stimulus or stimulus series
to one another in an intelligible and meaningful way. For an impression of shape to arise
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and order must be perceived in which the individual stimuli become parts of a larger
structure and perform distinguishable functions within that structure.”37
The communication of the rhetoric improves when the notes are grouped clearly,
with the message then being expressed clearly. The message, however, will need much
more than the rhetoric, clear phrasing, tensions and cadences.
It is important to feel the mood and have an understand of what the piece is about
- the “message behind the notes.” The piece can mean many things, but one can try to
create one’s own meaning and to interpret the sensations that are felt from music. “A
similar approach seems to be part of Franz Liszt’s pedagogy:
Liszt stressed the importance of grasping the spirit of a composition. Only the strength of musical
imagination can guide one in his search for technical skill and show him the right direction: the
body will find the necessary movements for realizing the musical idea. Technique not only
38
serves the artistic goal but is itself generated by the tonal image.

However, this paper is not specifically about the “meaning” behind the sounds,
because a study dedicated exclusively to meaning would require the experience of a
lifetime. This study would aim to codify the techniques and procedures that can help in
the creation of a technical language, a “palette of colors,” and a group of skills that will
permit the pianist to express this meaning.
When considering sensations and meanings that can be extracted from the
music, it is useful to remember that those sensations are highly dependent on the quality
of the performance itself. For example, the same piece can sound very different
depending on how it is played, exciting and wonderful in one interpretation and boring

37
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and predictable in a different interpretation. The comprehension of the harmony,
melody, rhythm and affect of a composition, as well as the performer’s passion and
ability to convey them will determine the intensity of the performance and the
communication of the meaning of the music. Essay on The True Art of Playing
Keyboard Instruments, explains the elements of a good performance: “What comprises
good performance? The ability through singing or playing to make the ear conscious of
the true content and affect of a composition. Any passage can be so radically changed
by modifying its performance that it will be scarcely recognizable.”39

Imagination

One of the most important skills that a pianist needs to have is the ability to
present an imaginative interpretation through fantasy, magic and ethereal ways of
creating sound and tempo, always using improvisation to achieve great heights of
performance and technical and aesthetic control of the sound and concept.
In order to evoke a feeling or image in the mind of the listener, is helpful to
imagine a landscape or create a mental image or sentiment in order to produce this effect
in music. Imagination can create the feeling of various emotions such as doubt or sense
of being lost through variations in tempo and dynamics. One good example of how this
can be applied, is in the piece Canhoto by Radamés Gnattali.

39
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Example 15. R. Gnattali Canhoto, mm. 5-12

In this piece, just imagining a “mysterious” mood in the “A tempo (não
depressa)” will bring a different perspective to the interpretation. The pianist, with this
image in mind, will naturally use more variations of dynamic, and this idea of mystery
will help the musician in the search for the appropriate level of the piano dynamic,
bringing meaning to the dynamic markings in the score. The legato will also be
influenced by this mindset: the performer can choose to connect the notes with a lot of
care, creating a clear expression of the melodic contour.
Creation of a mental image is a very important part of piano playing. This is
because the piano is a very direct instrument in terms of sound production: the sound is
produced almost instantaneously whenever the pianist presses the keys. This directness
could produce a mechanical, unmusical and unimaginative interpretation if the dynamic
layers are not balanced with mastery. Creating various effects using the pedal, as well
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as choosing wisely the tempo and the dynamic in order to enrich the projection of the
harmony, sound and concept of the composition, thereby building a creative and original
style of piano playing, is key in musical interpretation.
Imagination is so important to the pianist, because with it come all the different
ways of manipulating different layers of texture and dynamics, as well as all the effects
that can be produced by the pedal. Composers such as A. Scriabin, S. Rachmaninoff,
M. Ravel and G. Ligeti are masters of creating extremely thick and rich textures, their
use of polyphony often drawing on the contrapuntal writing of J. S. Bach. According to
V. Horowitz, the piano can produce more than 1000 different dynamic levels, so great
imagination allows for the creation of a broad range of sound combinations.
The piano music of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, with lighter textures, also
benefits from this sense of imagination and fantasy. Imagination gives the performer
tools to deal with tempi, with the necessity for extremely clear scales and intense
dynamic contrasts. In Mozart’s works, this imagination can be found in perfecting the
rhetoric, with the music being communicated through phrases and melodic patterns.
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Example 16. W. A. Mozart Piano Sonata no.16 K545, mvmt.1, mm. 1-20

Projection of the sound in the long notes, especially in the very first note of the
piece, can be explored. In m.5, where the scales start, the musician can develop the
articulation and chase perfection in the equality, balance and legato of the notes, creating
an evenly ascending and descending melodic line.
In Alexander Scriabin’s compositions for example, many interpretative styles
can be explored. The possibilities are virtually infinite. One can even imagine love and
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beauty as possible sentiments to evoke in inspired interpretations of some of these great
pieces of the piano repertoire. Pieces with very well constructed and rich textures, such
as Scriabin’s Etude no. 5, Op. 42, are examples of the virtually infinite possibilities of
performance.

Example 17. A. Scriabin Etude no. 5, op.42, mm. 1-6

Musical Interpretation

One can achieve the desired aesthetic concept by producing a beautiful tone,
smooth legato in the running notes, and clear phrasing. By expressing music with
elegance and an apparent ease, the performer can communicate how much he has
practiced the pieces, and how much energy one has dedicated to piano playing. Also,
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when this concept of elegance and ease can be communicated to the audience, the
listeners will feel pleasure while watching and hearing the performance.
A piece that can be highly benefited by this transparent, controlled
interpretation, is the third movement of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata op.27, no.2
“Moonlight”.

Example 18. L. Van Beethoven Piano Sonata no.2, op.27 “Moonlight”, 3rd mvmt, mm. 1-6

One can communicate clearly all the tense feelings, the soul of both the
performer and the composer, and the message that is behind the notes by using, among
other musical elements, crescendos and diminuendos, abrupt accents, and even soft
dynamics that sound very agitated. In the example above, in order to be faithful to the
text, the performer needs to play the dynamic piano at the beginning of the movement.
However, one needs to incorporate the feeling of a very agitated piano, a soft dynamic
that in this case means much more than if the pianist had played it mf, for example.
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Another spot where a soft dynamic, in conjunction with a continuous and
dramatic crescendo can sound very expressive, is the passage that starts in measure 21.

Example 19. L. Van Beethoven Piano Sonata no.2, op.27 “Moonlight”, 3rd mvmt, mm. 20-31

One way to interpret this beautiful passage is the following: In measure 21, when
the alberti bass starts, the performer can be very expressive, using pedal and a legato
touch. In measure 25, where the crescendo begins, the performer can change the sound
of the accompaniment by adopting a very clear touch without using too much pedal, in
order to contrast with measure 21. Additionally, he can suddenly drop the dynamic
level, so that there is more room to create tension and to execute the build up of volume
essential to the crescendo marking. In measure 25, both techniques can be adopted: a
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drastic contrast in texture by using less pedal and a very precise and controlled
accompaniment, as well as a drop in the dynamic.
It is important to mention that these changes in texture and many other
manipulations of dynamics are often not written in the score. The pianist needs to
respect the markings, but can also add his own creativity and interpretational expertise
in order to create an interpretation that is faithful to his own perception of the piece.
In order to express this elegance and balance between melody and its
accompaniment, keeping a steady tempo is fundamental. By having an extremely steady
beat, one can control the clarity, ensuring that the harmony and melody are very clear
and not allowing a harsh, caricatured sound or interpretation.
These musical gestures can be improved by practicing away from the piano.
Without the piano, the performer can imagine and be completely free to sing the piece
in his mind and slowly start to understand and feel very clearly how the musical gestures
should be expressed.

The Experience of Music

The experience of music can be viewed in many ways. The sound can influence
our mental state and can be felt in our body. The brain recognizes these reverberations
and identifies itself with the sound.
This experience can generate the feeling of belonging, the sense of being part of
nature, connected with life. This type of knowledge is related to the search of the
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ultimate truth of life, if there is one. This truth, if it exists, is difficult or even impossible
to describe in words; it’s an ancient knowledge called wisdom.
This truth would certainly be present in the sound, since sound is a reality; it
cannot be seen but can be heard and felt. The sound is inseparable from nature, since
the vibration of sound travels through the air and is codified in the human brain.
Even one single long note played on the piano carries meaningful sensations that
cannot be expressed in words.
By feeling part of nature, humans can re-learn to contemplate, love, and enjoy
life. According to the mystical writer Krishnamurti, “Where there is total absence of
yourself beauty is.”40
Well-rounded Pianistic Technique

Different skills that a pianist will need to develop in order to achieve high quality
of interpretation include:
1) Finger control
2) Wrist control
3) Shoulder relaxation
4) Aesthetics (Concept of the interpretation)
5) Imagination (Imaginative, creative type of sound and meaning of the
composition)
6) Concentration and technical ease
40
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7) Experience in nerve control for public performance (humility, pianist as part of
the audience), sense of purpose (good intentions of the performance), love as a
reason for the sharing of music
8) Good posture
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CONCLUSION
I concluded that the knowledge of piano technique and interpretation is one of
the most powerful tools for the pianist who is willing to master the instrument. The
comprehension of all the elements involved in performance will provide ground for the
musician to grow and to build his own voice and style.
Since the theoretical knowledge of technique comes directly from the
understanding of how the body moves naturally and of the natural laws, the practice is
fundamental to the comprehension of piano technique.
The technical, theoretical and musical elements need to be incorporated into the
musician’s experience and applied in the practice room and in the concert hall.
The search for musical comprehension and experience is a life-long journey,
since life itself is often expressed through music. Composers throughout history have
expressed through music their thoughts, feelings and life experiences such as love,
sorrow and happiness, as well as their devotion to God and observations of the
perfection of nature.
In order to master the piano, the musician needs to comprehend and to
experience (feel) the technical, cognitive and interpretative elements of music.
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